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Company Information
Founded by two Scotsmen, Stephen George Balmer and Alexander Lawrie, in Kolkata, Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd.
started its corporate journey as a Partnership Firm on 1st February 1867. Traversing the 152 years gone by, today
Balmer Lawrie is a Miniratna - I Public Sector Enterprise under the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Govt. of
India. Along with its five Joint Ventures and two subsidiaries in India and abroad, today it is a much-respected
transnational diversified conglomerate with presence in both manufacturing and service sectors. Balmer Lawrie is a
market leader in Steel Barrels, Industrial Greases & Specialty Lubricants, Corporate Travel and Logistics Services. It
also has significant presence in most other businesses, it operates, viz, Leather Chemicals, Logistics Infrastructure
etc. In its 152 years of existence, Balmer Lawrie has been successfully responding to the demands of an ever
changing environment, leveraging every change as an opportunity to innovate and emerge a leader in industry.
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1. Login
Open login page using the below URL, and enter userId and password provided by the system
admin. The user received an authorization OTP on his/her registered mobile and Email-ID user
needs to enter it and login to the system.
URL: https://ssbt.balmerlawrietravelapp.com/
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2. Password Reset
In case of forget password user click on the “forget password?” link button to reset his/her
password. In case of user want to return to login page user click on “Return To Login” link on the
forget password page.

In the case of system prompt to change password, the User has to follow the “forget
password?” step to reset his/her password.
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3. Dashboard:
On the Dashboard, the user will check booking and flight-related Notification/ Upcoming trip
Detail/ Travel Calendar/ Tickets/ Important Points and Important links.
Notification: All trip-related notification and information.
Upcoming trip Detail: All Upcoming trip information like PNR, flight detail, etc.
Calendar: In the calendar, the user can see their trip notifications.
Tickets: In this section user upcoming trip ticket notification showing with ticket link from where
user can take the print out.
Important Points: All important notification regarding any flight and schedule showing in this
section.
Important links: In this section, all the flight relevant links’s showing.
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4. User Settings: How to add your family/dependents:
User can edit there profile and othere detail from user setting, to go to user settings user need
to follow the below details:

After navigating to the profile Setting page and can add and remove details Frequent Flyer No.,
Dependent, Passport details, Profile Image and change Password.
1. Edit it’s own profile detail through “Profile” Tab.

2. To Add Frequent Flyer No. user navigate to “FF Detail”, here user can add FF No for him self as
well for the dependents as well airline wise.
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3. Add Dependent max up to 6 only, and can delete.

4. User can add passport details of his own and it’s dependent.

5. Profile image upload which will show in profile and in right corner of the portal.
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6. User can change the password using the change password panel.
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5. Personal Booking
1. User clicks on create booking icon from the dashboard, after clicking on create booking a
popup-window open with option corporate and Personal booking button, the user clicks one
Personal booking to start the Personal booking process.
2. If you organisation having only personal booking then the user will see only personal
booking tag.

3. Flight search panel got opened, The User will fill the search criteria detail, after completing
the search criteria user has to select passengers from the dependent list bellow.
1. The traveler can select his profile in the personal booking.
2. Through select Dependent option users select dependent for booking.
3. Through Host Dependent option user can make any Traveler main contact person.
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4. On search Availability, the user will select a fare from multiple options with various fare
options like Retail and corporate. There is a session time of search to a booking between
which user has to complete the booking.

5. To check flight, baggage, and fare rule users need to click on flight Detail showing just below
the fare.
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6. After checking all the details users click on the radio button to select the flight for booking.
After selecting the flight user see the selected flight detail below in the footer of the page.
To start the book process user have to click on the book button to initiate the booking
process.

7. In Passenger's detail page all the detail got auto-filled from the dependent profile and
traveler profile.
Users can change the date of birth if it is showing incorrect.
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8. The user will add the Meal, Seat, and Baggage from the Service request section by selecting
each button for the seat/Meal/Baggage tab.
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9. Before issue ticket users check the detail in the booking summary so that the user cannot
issue tickets in the wrong fight or flight with the wrong detail.
On click Issue ticket we again confirm and assure through popup alert confirmation. After
click on the ok button, the user navigates to payment gateway.
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10. At payment gateway, the user can pay the amount through Netbanking/ Credit card/ debit
card after a successful payment user navigates to the final ticketing page where the user can
see the ticket copy.
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11. After the final ticket issue successfully user navigated to ticket copy detail.
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12. After confirm booking User gets the ticket confirmation on mail and through SMS, same
information sent to his/her reporting authority mail.
User also send mail after confirmation through Email and SMS, Send email to 3 email ID at once
and 1 SMS.
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6. Booking History and Cancellation
1. Queue Menu:
All the booked/ cancellation tickets, users can check in the Manage booking menu.

2. Booking Queue:
In the Flight booking, users can reprint the ticket by clicking on OrderId, and perform
cancellation use relevant action buttons on the right side of the result list showing after search.
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3. Process Cancellation:
To Process booking cancellation user need to click on Cancel Button

To initiate the cancellation process user need to select the sector.

After selecting the sector, pax detail which going to be cancelled populated below with a remark
text box in which user write a relevant remark
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4. Cancellation Queue:
After cancellation, all cancel tickets shown in the Flight cancellation queue menu, ticket
cancellation status showing against each ticket.
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7. Payment for Additional Service booking:
After booking if traveller need to purchess for Seat/ Meal/ baggage/ Other services or need to
pay fare difference to get the queue booking confirmed.
He needs to call at our call center (0124-4603500 / 0124-6282500) and provide the ticket detail
and request for any of the above service request, call center operation team intiate the request
as suggested by traveller [Auto (Through online Banking)/ Manual (Through NEFT)] and send
payment link/NEFT detail on mail and SMS

User click on the link provided in SMS and Email and navigate to payment getway to pay the
additional amount.
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Payment Getway: At Payment getway user select any of the mode and pay the amount.
NEFT: In case of NEFT payment traveller need to send NEFT Transection detail to our call center
operation team to process further.
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